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As we find ourselves in the season 
of spring summer 2020, a season 
with inner wellbeing as a general 
theme, we would like to pay tribute 
to the small joys in life that make the 
ordinary everyday extraordinary. 

And what's better than music to 
capture those everyday moments? 
It sets the mood, contributes with 
something special to each setting 
creating those remarkable memories. 

With all of our products, you’re able 
to set whatever scene you may like. 
Everything from a quick recharge to 
the daily podcast fix. You're in charge 
of pressing play. 

And with music comes movement. 
That’s why all of our products are 
designed to fit a completely wireless 
life. No cables, no restrictions.

And as with every KREAFUNK product, 
SS2020 is no exception. The materials, 

shapes and colours will never go 
out of style as we choose all of them 
carefully, so they’ll stay relevant 
across the seasons. 

There's not much else to say than: 
KREAFUNK is for everyone who loves 
music. For the festive occasions 
or small gatherings; whether it’s 
moments of fun, devotion, creativity 
or pleasure. And whether you’re into 
jazz, opera or pop, all the mood setting 
melodies will be delivered to you by 
KREAFUNK. 

Welcome to a new season. We hope 
you find what you're looking for. 

Best regards
KREAFUNK.  
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KREAFUNK CARE
MORE THAN GREAT SOUND

WITH 35% LESS PLASTIC 

We're thrilled to introduce you to KREAFUNK 
CARE, a more environmentally friendly 
approach to our way of doing business. 

For the CARE assortment, we’ve reduced 
the use of plastic in each product with 35%. 
We’ve replaced it with wheat straw fibres, 
which are made from renewable resources. 
Furthermore, we’re thrilled to have partnered 
with the Danish textile company Gabriel® who 
has delivered the recycled polyester fabric for 
our audio grilles.

What about the quality you might ask? No 
worries. Though we’ve replaced a lot of the 
plastic with natural fibres as well as adding 
recycled fabrics on some of our products, 
the incredible sound that you know from our 
other products haven't changed a bit. 

And to top it all: Every CARE product comes 
in a wooden box which is FSC® (Forest 
Stewardship Council®) certified (FSC N003167). 
This certification ensures that the wood is 
responsibly managed and harvested with the 
right environmental consciousness.
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SPEAKERS

Music encourages you to move in different ways. 
A speaker from KREAFUNK complements your 
lifestyle as a beautiful piece to your interior or 
as a faithful partner on the move. Movement 
should be easy, and that’s why all our speakers 
are completely wireless, so you can bring 
them with your wherever you go. Even if 
it’s just from the kitchen to the living room. 

Music can also inspire you in other ways. 
It can make you want to dance like nobody’s 
watching or sing at the top of your lungs. Music 
can also create the perfect wellness vibes. It 
doesn’t matter what genre of music you prefer, 
a speaker from KREAFUNK will play them all. 
And whether you are at home or at the beach, 
inner wellbeing is about nurturing what you love.

A BEAUTIFUL PIECE TO YOUR INTERIOR

aMAJOR 
KFWT71

aGO 
KFWT32
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She loves the way her home makes her feel. Everything is carefully chosen so 
that it represents who she is. And she loves how aCOUSTIC blends right in. 
The modern colour and soft, circular design makes it a perfect fit for her cosy 
living room. 

aCOUSTIC 
KFWT49

A peaceful moment with a cup 
of tea, a great view and her 
favourite tunes. 
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KFWT40 / Black Edition, gun metal grille

KFWT42 / Black, champagne grille KFWT41 / White, champagne grilleKFWT49 / Ivory sand, champagne grille

KFWT43 / Dusty pink, champagne grille KFWT45 / Urban plum, champagne grille KFWT44 / Cool grey, champagne grille

aCOUSTIC
NEW

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 139.95 DKK 999.95 SEK 1399.95 NOK 1399.95 GBP 129.95

Brand new and beautiful. aCOUSTIC is the newest 
addition to our speakers’ collection. It plays music in 
all directions and as a surprising feature, aCOUSTIC 
supports contact-based wireless charging and True 
Wireless Stereo (TWS), so you can connect two 
aCOUSTIC speakers for a full stereo experience.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 20 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• 360° sound with advanced audio  
technology
• Charging time: 5-6 hours (USB) / 8-9 hours (Qi)
• Pair two aCOUSTIC speakers for True Wireless 
Stereo (TWS)
• Works with Voice Assistant
• Dust and water-resistant (IP55)
• Supports wireless Qi charging
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• Dimensions: 75.5x161.5mm (ØxH)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

Combine with the Qi chargers, wiCHARGE GO page 42 
and wiCHARGE page 48. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aCOUSTIC
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KFWT82 / Black, champagne grille

KFWT89 / Wheat fibre, Gabriel fabric

KFWT81 / White, champagne grille

aTUNE
NEW

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 149.95 DKK 999.95 SEK 1399.95 NOK 1399.95 GBP 129.95

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 159.95 DKK 1099.95 SEK 1499.95 NOK 1499.95 GBP 139.95

aTUNE CARE

aTUNE is our new and improved DAB+ radio. It 
transmits both FM and DAB+ while also being a 
Bluetooth speaker, so you get all the playback options 
available. On top of that, it has a built-in alarm clock 
function, and a beautiful, yet sleek design to make it 
blend even more seamlessly into your home. 
aTUNE is also available in a CARE version. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 15 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• Charging time: 3-4 hours
• Full bodied sound both for radio and Bluetooth
• Dust and water-resistant (IP44)
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• Dimensions: 109x195x70mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aTUNE

aTUNE
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KFWT70 / Black Edition, gun metal grille

KFWT72 / Black, champagne grille

KFWT71 / White, champagne grille

KFWT74 / Cool grey, champagne grille

KFWT01 / Black, golden details KFWT01 / Black, golden details

aMAJOR

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 199.95 DKK 1499.95 SEK 1999.95 NOK 1999.95 GBP 179.95

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aMAJOR

The power of creating inner wellness is a mighty 
one, and aMAJOR is up for the challenge. The grand 
Bluetooth speaker will fill the room with profound 
sound and has many surprising features, including 
True Wireless Stereo (TWS) when connected to 
another aMAJOR speaker. It is able to recharge 
completely wirelessly with one of our contact-based 
Qi chargers. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 25 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• 360° sound with advanced audio  
technology
• Charging time: 6-7 hours (USB) / 14-15 hours (Qi)
• Pairt two aMAJOR speakers for True Wireless   
stereo (TWS)
• Works with Voice Assistant
• Dust and water-resistant (IP55)
• Supports wireless Qi charging
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• Dimensions: 161.5x119mm (HxØ)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Combine with the Qi chargers, wiCHARGE GO page 42 
and wiCHARGE page 48. 
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KFWT31 / White, rose gold grilleKFWT34 / Cool grey, rose gold grilleKFWT37 / Wheat fibre, Gabriel fabric

KFWT39 / Ivory sand, rose gold grilleKFWT35 / Urban plum, rose gold grilleKFWT38 / Shady green, rose gold grille

KFWT30 / Black Edition, gun metal grille KFWT32 / Black, rose gold grille KFWT33 / Dusty pink, rose gold grille

aGO

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 39.95 DKK 299.95 SEK 399.95 NOK 399.95 GBP 34.95

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 44.95 DKK 349.95 SEK 449.95 NOK 449.95 GBP 39.95

aGO CARE

Put colour on your life with aGO. This pocket sized 
Bluetooth speaker comes in nine beautiful colours, 
making sure there’s one that fits your preference 
perfectly. Let aGO’s surprisingly powerful sound play 
the soundtracks to your life.   
aGO is also available in a CARE version. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 25 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• Charging time: 2-3 hours
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• Dust and water-resistant (IP55)
• Including USB to micro USB charging cable
• Dimensions: 80x39mm (ØxH)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aGO
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KFCD30 / Black Edition, gun metal grille

KFCD31 / White, rose gold grille

KFCD33 / White, white grille

The beautiful aGLOW is equipped with several func-
tions and effortless usage. The smart alarm clock 
function and dimmable LED lights are both set and 
controlled by the practical app 'aGLOW'. With True 
Wireless Stereo you can pair two aGLOW speak-
ers and get music in stereo. To top it all, it can be 
charged completely wirelessly via contact-based Qi 
chargers. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 15 hours playback time or 20 hours light (50% 

volume) 
• Bluetooth 4.2
• App control for colourful LED lights and alarm   
clock function with wake-up light
• Dimming function on LED light
• Pair two aGLOW speakers for True Wireless 
Stereo (TWS)
• Dust and water-resistant (IP65)
• Supports wireless Qi charging
• Including USB charging cable
• Dimensions: 105x182 (ØxH)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Combine with the Qi chargers, wiCHARGE GO page 42 
and wiCHARGE page 48. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aGLOW

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 149.95 DKK 999.95 SEK 1399.95 NOK 1399.95 GBP 129.95

aGLOW
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Let creativity be the source to finding your inner 
peace. aOWL is our quirky Bluetooth speaker, which 
adds character and wonderful sound to any interi-
or setting. It’s the perfect companion for the office, 
your crafting station, or a child’s bedroom as it plays 
whatever music is your favourite.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 20 hours playback time (50% volume) 
• Bluetooth 4.2
• Including USB to micro USB charging cable 
• Dimensions: 142x120x84mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aOWL

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 109.95 DKK 799.95 SEK 1099.95 NOK 1099.95 GBP 89.95

KFLA04 / Cool grey KFLA01 / White

KFLA03 / Dusty pink KFLA02 / Black

KFWT01 / Black, golden details KFWT01 / Black, golden details

aOWL
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Make any room the perfect setting for creating your 
inner peace with soothing tunes from aGROOVE. 
With a design that’s light, elegant and simple, this 
Bluetooth speaker fits perfectly into any home, add-
ing that extra little something. Besides, it’s easy to 
bring along and plays music for 24 hours on a full 
charge.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 30 hours playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 4.0
• Including USB + AUX charging cable
• Dimensions: 65x200x29mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aGROOVE

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 69.95 DKK 499.95 SEK 649.95 NOK 649.95 GBP 59.95

KFDZ52 / Black, gold grille KFDZ56 / Dusty pink, gold grilleKFDZ61 / Blue, gold grille

KFDZ63 / White Edition, white grille KFDZ62 / Soft coral, gold grille KFDZ51 / White, gold grille

KFDZ59 / Cool grey, gold grille

aGROOVE
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KFNG71 / Blue, gold grilleKFNG62 / Black, gold grille

KFNG69 / Cool grey, gold grille KFNG67 / Urban plum, gold grille

KFNG72 / Soft coral, gold grilleKFNG61 / White, gold grille

aMOVE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 89.95 DKK 699.95 SEK 999.95 NOK 999.95 GBP 79.95

aMOVE is a Bluetooth speaker that’ll play your 
favourite tunes for 20 hours on a full charge. But it’s 
also so much more than that. This compact speaker 
has a built-in power bank, so you can recharge your 
phone wherever you are. aMOVE is truly the perfect 
speaker to bring for a day on the go.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 25 hours playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 4.0
• Charging time: 5-6 hours
• Power bank function: 5V / 1A
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• Passive bass element standard stereo technique
• Including USB + AUX charging cable
• Dimensions: 73x164x50mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

Combine with aCABLE page 56. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aMOVE



HEADPHONES

Headphones are a way to create unique listening 
experiences and not least a way to complement 
your personal style. With the right tunes you can 
immerse yourself in an inspirational universe 
of your own or others creation. It doesn’t 
matter where you are or what you’re doing. Our 
headphones allow you to listen to an intriguing 
audiobook on the bus and provide the perfect 
soundtrack while cosying up under a blanket 
with a good book. You’re in charge of when and 
where. It's up to you how a pair of KREAFUNK 
headphones can help bring about inner wellbeing. 

Headphones may also make the time fly. 
An ordinary everyday activity suddenly 
turns into an extraordinary dance party. 
Your mood and worldview are affected by 
music. So, make sure it’s something that 
brings you joy, spreading those good vibes.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN GREAT SOUND

01
02
03
04

aVIBE /
KFWT54
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PEACEFUL MOMENTS
No matter what she's doing, her headphones are almost always 
included. It’s not often she leaves the house without them, and 
even when she's at home, they're a part of her everyday chores. 

When she needs to clean the apartment, she makes time fly faster 
with an intriguing podcast. With it playing in her ears, it’s suddenly 
not as boring to vacuum the floor. Instead, it feels like her favourite 
podcast hosts are sitting on the couch, talking. 

Relaxing on the couch 
with a soft blacket, 
and soothing tunes
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KFWT92 / Black, champagne details

KFWT93 / Dusty pink, champagne detailsKFWT94 / Cool grey, champagne details

KFWT95 / Urban plum, champagne details

KFWT91 / White, champagne details

KFWT90 / Black Edition, gun metal details

aWEAR

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 109.95 DKK 799.95 SEK 999.95 NOK 999.95 GBP 89.95

These cool on-ear Bluetooth headphones both look 
good and have great sound, so you can focus on 
inner wellbeing while on the move. aWEAR are easy 
to bring along and fit comfortably on your ears. And 
if you need a break from the music, they are foldable 
and flexible too, so they're easy to store in your bag. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 25 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• Charging time: 2-3 hours
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• On-ear control panel: Volume up / down, 
 previous / next track, play / pause, 
 answer / end phone calls. 
• Soft PU leather earpads
• Extendable headband and foldable earpads
• Dust and water-resistant (IP44)
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aWEAR
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KFWT50 / Black Edition, gun metal details

KFWT53 / Dusty pink, champagne detailsKFWT54 / Cool grey, champagne details

KFWT55 / Urban plum, champagne details KFWT51 / White, champagne details

KFWT52 / Black, champagne details

aVIBE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 69.95 DKK 499.95 SEK 699.95 NOK 649.95 GBP 59.95

Creating that inner wellbeing doesn’t necessarily 
mean sitting still. These in-ear Bluetooth headphones 
are a wonderful companion for an active life. aVIBE 
come with different sized earpieces and wings so 
you can create the perfect fit for your ears. Then 
you’ll always have great sound no matter what 
you’re doing.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 8 hours of playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 5.0
• Charging time: 2-3 hours
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• Dust and water-resistant (IP55)
• Including four ear tip sizes for a perfect fit 
(XS. S, M, L) and three different wings (S, M, L)
• Including USB to micro USB charging cable
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aVIBE
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KFSS07 / Urban plum, golden details

KFSS10 / Black Edition, gun metal detailsKFSS02 / Black, golden details

KFSS06 / Dusty pink, golden details

KFSS13 / White Edition, silver details

aHEAD

Take a timeout with aHEAD and immerse yourself 
in a magical universe through the power of music. 
Let inspiring jazz tunes, catchy sing-alongs, or 
melancholic melodies be your guide to finding 
inner peace in your busy, sometimes stressful 
everyday life. With these beautiful on-ear Bluetooth 
headphones, you’ll always have music right at hand. 
Wherever. Whenever.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 20 hours playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 4.0
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• Charging time: 2-3 hours
• On-ear control panel: Volume up / down, previous 
/ next track, play / pause, answer / end phone call
• Soft PU leather earpads and soft touch surface
• Microphone with noise and echo reduction
• Including USB to micro USB charging cable
• CE, FCC, RoHS, SRRC, WEEE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 109.95 DKK 799.95 SEK 999.95 NOK 999.95 GBP 89.95

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aHEAD
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KFKM04 / Cool grey, golden detailsKFKM02 / Black, golden details

KFKM10 / Black Edition, gun metal details

KFKM03 / Dusty pink, golden detailsKFKM07 / Soft coral, golden details

KFKM05 / Urban plum, golden details

bGEM

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 109.95 DKK 799.95 SEK 999.95 NOK 999.95 GBP 89.95

Get the feeling of complete freedom and inner peace 
with these in-ear Bluetooth headphones. bGEM bring 
powerful sound and a wireless experience. Cables 
will never get in the way, letting you do whatever 
you want. A perfect fit for a trip to the gym, a day 
relaxing, or a life on the move.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• 6 hours playback time (50% volume)

• Bluetooth 4.0
• Built-in microphone for hands-free phone calls
• Charging time: 1-2 hours
• Touch-button for controlling music and phone calls
• Standby time: approximately 60 hours
• LED indicator light
• Including three ear tip sizes (S, M, L)
• Including USB to micro USB charging cable
• Dimensions: 60x35x23mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT bGEM



CHARGERS

Don’t let anything hold you back from living your 
best life. Our power banks guarantee that your 
electronic device is ready for all the memorable 
moments your life is sure to include. And the 
small sizes of our power banks make sure 
you can easily fit them in your bag for a day 
on the go. Then there’s one less thing for you 
to worry about when you’re out in the world. 

The lack of power shouldn’t be a restriction. Life 
offers so many different joys from beautiful sunsets, 
flower buds, and the feeling of sand between your 
toes. It would be a shame to not be able to celebrate 
them whichever way you want because you’ve run 
out of battery. So, with a nifty power bank right 
at hand, you’re ready for all moments to come.

PERFECT FOR A DAY ON THE MOVE

01
02
03
04

wiCHARGE GO 
KFKE32

toCHARGE
KFSK61
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She likes having many things to do during the week and is constantly on the 
move. So, her phone is often running low on battery at the most crucial time. 
That’s why toCHARGE MINI is her constant companion. And she just loves how 
it fits into any bag she brings.

She always keeps her everyday 
essentials right at hand
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KFKE32 / Black

wiCHARGE GO

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 79.95 DKK 599.95 SEK 799.95 NOK 799.95 GBP 69.95

Recharging your phone has never been so easy and 
stylish as it is with wiCHARGE GO. The completely 
wireless and contact-based Qi charger and power 
bank is sure to become an essential part of your life. 
And because of its classic design, it looks like a piece 
of decor in the office or at the coffee table.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• High perfomance 6000 mAh battery
• Integrated microchip to prevent overcharge, 
overdischarge, overload and short circuit
• Standard: Qi
• Compatible with Qi enabled devices and suitable 
for smartphones, tablets and similar devices that 
charges with USB
• Soft touch surface with PU leather details
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• Dimensions: 105x18mm (ØxH)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Combine with aCOUSTIC page 10, aMAJOR page 14 and 
aGLOW page 18. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT wiCHARGE GO
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toCHARGE MINI

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 24.95 DKK 199.95 SEK 299.95 NOK 299.95 GBP 24.95

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 27.95 DKK 229.95 SEK 339.95 NOK 339.95 GBP 26.95

toCHARGE MINI CARE

toCHARGE MINI

Bring the solution to an easy recharge with you 
wherever you go. toCHARGE MINI is our smallest 
power bank, making sure it fits in any bag, and even 
your purse. Then you’re ready to enjoy all the small 
everyday moments.
toCHARGE MINI is also available in a CARE version. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• High performance 3000 mAh lithium battery
• Integrated microchip to prevent overcharge, 
overdischarge, overload and short circuit
• Suitable for smartphones, tablets and similar 
devices
• Able to charge your phone 1-1,5 times depending 
type and model
• Charging time: 2-3 hours
• Anti-slip surface: fluff paint + plastic
• Dimensions: 85x46x26mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Combine with aCABLE page 56. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT toCHARGE MINI

KFKE02 / Black Edition

KFKE04 / Dark grey KFKE03 / Dusty pink

KFKE05 / Urban plum

KFKE09 / Wheat fibre
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toCHARGE

COLLI 6 PCS
RRP EURO 54.95 DKK 399.95 SEK 499.95 NOK 499.95 GBP 44.95

KFSK60 / Black Edition

KFSK61 / Dark grey KFSK62 / Dusty pink

KFSK63 / Urban plum

KFSK69 / Wheat fibre

toCHARGE + toCHARGE CARE

Eliminate one of the everyday worries from your life 
with toCHARGE. With the power bank right at hand, 
you’ll never run short on power as it recharges your 
phone 2-3 times depending on the type and model. 
Then you can move around without worrying about 
running short on power. 
toCHARGE is also available in a CARE version. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• High performance 6700 mAh lithium battery
• Integrated microchip to prevent overcharge, 
overdischarge, overload and short circuit
• Suitable for smartphones, tablets and similar 
devices
• Able to charge your phone 2-3 times depending on 
type and model
• Charging time: 4-5 hours
• Anti-slip surface: fluff paint + plastic
• Dimensions: 100x62x28mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Combine with aCABLE page 56. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT toCHARGE
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wiCHARGE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 39.95 DKK 299.95 SEK 399.95 NOK 399.95 GBP 34.95

KFIC01 / White

KFIC04 / Cool grey KFIC02 / Black

KFIC03 / Dusty pink

KFIC09 / Wheat fibre

wiCHARGE + wiCHARGE CARE

Make your life totally wireless with wiCHARGE. 
The charger uses the wireless and contact-based 
Qi technology, meaning you just have to place your 
compatible device on the charger. And when you’re 
leaving home, you can easily pick up your device 
without tearing any cables. 
wiCHARGE is also available in a CARE version. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• Standard: Qi
• Compatible with Qi enabled devices
• Soft touch surface with PU leather details
• Including USB to USB C charging cable
• Dimensions: 100x11mm (ØxH)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, CCC, SRRC, WEEE

Combine with aCOUSTIC page 10, aMAJOR page 14 and 
aGLOW page 18. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT wiCHARGE



ACCESSORIES

At KREAFUNK we believe in creative solutions 
to all the small worries and annoyances you 
meet on any given day. That’s why our collection 
of lifestyle accessories are designed with great 
attention to detail, focusing on bringing you 
functionality and making the everyday life more 
convenient. The world’s a beautiful place, and 
your accessories should reflect that as well. 

Our accessories are designed to fit perfectly 
with all our other products, which make your 
everyday life even more effortless. So, mix 
and match our lifestyle products in any way 
you want. They'll for sure last many seasons.

PERFECT FOR A DAY ON THE MOVE

01
02
03
04cPURSE  

KFWT01

aSLEEVE 
KFLA132
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She is always searching for an accessory which will make her everyday life run 
even more smoothly. That's why she loves cPURSE, a purse with built-in power 
for her phone. And cCHAIN with its hidden charging cable. Neat and easy to 
bring along for a day on the move.

aSLEEVE
KFLA131

She loves how her computer sleeve 
is both practical and neat, fitting 
her everyday style cPURSE

KFWT01
cCHAIN
KFLA110
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cPURSE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 39.95 DKK 299.95 SEK 399.95 NOK 399.95 GBP 34.95

KFWT01 / Black, golden details

KFWT02 / Warm grey, golden details

KFWT03 / Dark olive, golden details

The simple and chic cPURSE has the hidden power 
to charge your smartphone while also keeping your 
credit card and money safe. It comes with a built-
in power bank, so you’ll never run short on power 
during the most critical parts of the day. Just place 
your smartphone in the holder, connect it to the 
purse and restore the power. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• High performance 5000 mAh lithium battery
• Integrated microchip to prevent overcharge, 
overdischarge, overload and short circuit 
• 4 LED lights indicate remaining battery
• Suitable for smartphones up to 150x80mm (HxW)
• Charging time: 7 hours with 5V / 1A adaptor or 3.5 
hours with 5V / 2A adaptor
• 6 credit card slots + pocket for coins and receipts
• Including USB to micro USB cable with adaptors 
for USB C + iPhone lightning
• Dimensions: 120x215x35mm (HxWxD)
• CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT cPURSE
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aCABLE
 + cTAG

KFLA100 / Black

KFLA103 / Blue KFLA102 / NudeKFLA101 / Black

aCABLE 

cTAG

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 7.95 DKK 49.95 SEK 69.95 NOK 69.95 GBP 6.95

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 19.95 DKK 149.95 SEK 199.95 NOK 199.95 GBP 17.95

aCABLE

With aCABLE the wire is protected by braided nylon, 
making it highly durable, so you don’t have to worry 
about your charging cable breaking. It pairs perfectly 
with the keychain cTAG, which holds the secret to 
easy organisation of cables and keys. Both aCABLE 
and cTAG work on their own, giving you the option of 
a great duo or a powerful solo act.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT aCABLE
• 1m long charging cable
• Covered in black / white braided nylon
• USB to micro USB charging cable with MFi certified 
lightning adaptor
• Capacity: 5V / 2A
• Unique designed cable plugs

THE IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT cTAG
• High quality leather and brass coated details
• Solid and stylish keyring
• Suitable for organising

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aCABLE AND cTAG
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cCHAIN 
 + wLOOP

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 29.95 DKK 199.95 SEK 299.95 NOK 299.95 GBP 29.95

KFLA111 / NudeKFLA112 / BlueKFLA110 / Black

KFLA122 / Blue KFLA120 / Black KFLA121 / Nude

cCHAIN 

wLOOP

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 39.95 DKK 249.95 SEK 399.95 NOK 399.95 GBP 34.95

cCHAIN

wLOOP

With the keyhanger cCHAIN the very chain itself is 
a charging cable you can hang around your neck, 
so you always have easy access to a recharge. The 
keyhanger wLOOP comes with a smart, integrated 
and hidden charging cable. It’s also a keychain, 
making it the perfect organiser of your keys as well. 

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• High quality leather and brass coated metal
• Integrated charging cable for portable devices
• Integrated USB to micro USB charging cable with 
MFi certified iPhone lightning adaptor
• Unique designed stylish cable plugs

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT cCHAIN AND wLOOP
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aSLEEVE

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 39.95 DKK 299.95 SEK 399.95 NOK 399.95 GBP 34.95

KFLA131 / Grey blue KFLA130 / Light grey

KFLA132 / Anthracite

aSLEEVE protects your laptop while you’re on 
the move. It’s both stylish and will satisfy your 
daily storage needs since the sleeve has various 
compartments for storing your smartphone, power 
bank, and smaller office supplies. aSLEEVE also 
includes a shoulder strap and has a handle which 
allows you to carry it under your arm. Chic and easy.  

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• Suitable for 13.3" laptop
• Practical storage for smartphone
• Storage for power bank
• Practical extra handle on backside
• Solid inner lining
• Adjustable shoulder strap included
• Materials: Canvas / PU leather

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT aSLEEVE
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wiTABLE and wiSHELF are stylish ways to add a 
personal touch to any room. Besides, the shelf and 
side table are the perfect charging stations for your 
smartphone. Both are designed with an integrated 
solution that seamlessly fits our wireless and 
contact-based charger, wiCHARGE, which is also 
included.

THE IMPORTANT FACTS
• Materials: steel with durable, powder coated sur-
face
• Integrated slot for wireless charger (wiCHARGE)
• Wireless charger (wiCHARGE) included 
• WIth room for storage
• Dimensions wiSHELF: 350x190mm (WxD)
• Dimensions wiTABLE: 350x190x450mm (HxWxD)

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT wiSHELF and wiTABLE 

KFXHM02 / Black

KFXHM22 / Black

wiSHELF 

wiTABLE

COLLI 2 PCS
RRP EURO 149.95 DKK 1099.95 SEK 1699.95 NOK 1499.95 GBP 129.95

COLLI 4 PCS
RRP EURO 119.95 DKK 899.95 SEK 1299.95 NOK 1199.95 GBP 104.95

wiSHELF

wiTABLE

wiSHELF 
+ wiTABLE

NEW
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THE GRAND 
COLLECTION

aMAJOR

aCOUSTICaTUNE

aGROOVE

aGLOWaGOaGO CARE

aOWL aMOVE

aTUNE CARE

WhiteBlack

Black Edition

Dusty pinkBlue Soft coral

White Edition White / rose gold White / white

Light grey 

Grey blue Anthracite Nude

Dark oliveWarm grey

Black

Shady green

Cool grey Ivory sandUrban plum

Dark grey 
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HEADPHONES

wiCHARGE wiCHARGE GO

bGEMaWEAR aHEADaVIBE

CH
A
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toCHARGE MINI CARE toCHARGE CARE toCHARGEtoCHARGE MINI

wLOOP cCHAIN cTAG aSLEEVE

cPURSE aCABLE

wiCHARGE CARE

wiTABLEwiSHELF
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MUSIC  
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NO STRINGS ATTACHED 
We’re always on the move, exploring new things and new 
places. Everything should be easy to bring along. Therefore, 
we focus on making all our  products portable.

GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY
We create funky products with a remarkable quality and 
finish. At the same time the prices are affordable. 
It’s for everyone!

TRENDY CONSUMER PRODUCTS
We always keep an eye on trendsetters and inspiring 
environments. This makes our products strikingly trendy 
on colours, materials and expression.

EASY TECH
Every product is made with great focus on the need for 
simplicity in the everyday life. We call it easy tech.  
Effortless to operate so everyone can join our universe. 

GET TO
KNOW US

WE ARE ALWAYS 
AT YOUR SERVICE

At KREAFUNK we believe in good vibes and extra ordinary 
good customer service. That is why our support team is 
always ready to answer any question you may have.

We always listen carefully to your inquiry and make sure 
that both parties fully understand the situation. It’s really 
important to us that we find a solution together that 
satisfies you – and we always strive to provide it quickly. 

THE KREAFUNK
DESIGN DNA

We strive to break the gap between creativity and 
functionality by uniquely uniting these in stylish and 
fashionable designs. Our product line consists of lifestyle 
products that add beauty and ease to your life.

We have a simple philosophy: Life shouldn’t be an eternal 
strive for perfection. We celebrate and  embrace the 
diversity of an ordinary everyday life where it’s the small 
things that make it extraordinary.

With roots in the Danish design traditions, we design 
products with a minimalistic touch and with a keen eye 
on details, functionality, materials and not least colours.

Let’s stay in touch. 
Connect with us.
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When you purchase an audio product from 
KREAFUNK it’s delivered in our chic signa-
ture wooden box. 
We think packaging is almost as important 
as the insides. Not only in terms of aesthet-
ics, but in shielding the products from out-
side damages too. That’s a way to fill two 
needs with one deed. 

POWLONIA TREE
All of our audio products, our wireless 
chargers and our power banks come in 
packaging made from the Poulownia tree, 
which is by far one of the fastest growing 
trees; a tree that requires low maintenance 
and contains substances that have differ-
ent beneficial effects on the environment. 

WITH LESS WASTE IN MIND
The packaging journey doesn’t end here. In 
the future you’ll see that we’ve replaced the 
Styrofoam with FSC cardboard in the master 
boxes; That we’ve removed the extra protec-
tion foam in our inner boxes, and that we’ve 
decreased the sizes of our packaging.

Automatically this has the effect on the foam 
within the packaging as it’s being decreased 
as well. Thus, we’re happy to say that we only 
use the amount of packaging appropriate 
to ensure safe handling and storage of the 
products. This way, we ensure that there is 
no damage to the product and no excessive 
waste. 

PROLONGING THE PRODUCT LIFE
Besides the obvious benefits from the above, 
we encourage you to prolong the life of the 
boxes. With the wooden boxes, we offer a chic 
storage solution, a unique piece to your décor 
or a fun element to any creative project. 

BESIDES 
MUSIC 
WE OFFER
CHIC 
PACKAGING
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CONTACT

HEADOFFICE

Balticagade 19, 1. 8000 Aarhus C, DK 
Phone: 96 99 00 20 
E-mail: info@kreafunk.dk

SALES

Head of Sales
Tommy Boye Rasmussen - tbr@kreafunk.dk

Sales Manager
Gert Farup Lindquist - gfl@kreafunk.dk

Sales responsible
Laurène Iversen - liv@kreafunk.dk

SUPPORT

E-mail: support@kreafunk.dk

PR & MARKETING

Sarah Hesselberg - sh@kreafunk.dk

DESIGNERS

Kenneth Melchoff Bahnsen
Alexander Frederiksen

PHOTOGRAPHER

Anna Overholdt 

STYLIST, LAYOUT AND GRAPHIC DESIGN

Sarah Hesselberg - sh@kreafunk.dk

WEB ADMINISTRATOR

Martin Meldgaard Pedersen - mmp@kreafunk.dk

WRITERS

Ninna Vestergaard Lorenzen
Sarah Hesselberg 

PRINTED BY

Johnsen graphics on FSC certified paper

CONNECT WITH US

SHOP 24/7
www.kreafunk.com

KREAFUNK cannot be held responsible for possi-
ble errors, changes or price increases. The prices 
are valid until December 2020 or while stock lasts. 

AGENTS 

BENELUX
CROENEN AND CO
kf@croenenandco.com

FINLAND
Textilkompani Oy
info@textilkompani.fi

NORWAY
Living & Dining AS
hei@living-dining.no

DISTRIBUTORS

AUSTRALIA
Until Pty Ltd
enquiries@until.com.au

AUSTRIA
Klein AG
bestellung@kleinundmore.de

CHINA
Beijing Apous Trading
product@apous.com

FRANCE
Sample & Supply
info@sample-supply.com

GERMANY
Klein AG
bestellung@kleinundmore.de

GREECE & CYPRUS
MAD OXX LIFESTYLE
contact@madoxxlifestyle.com

ICELAND
Esjufell
esjufell@esjufell.is

ITALY
Tecnostyle di Bonfadini
info@tecnostyle.info 

SWEDEN 
Happynest
kundthanst@happynest.se 

SWITZERLAND
Safari Distribution GmbH
info@safaridistribution.ch



kreafunk.com


